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Abstract

Developing requirements from a group of analysts and system users is a difficult task. In addi-
tion to the usual problems of individual requirements acquisition, group requirements acquisition
entails conflict detection, resolution generation, and resolution choice. In essence, requirements
must be negotiated.

In this paper, we summarize our model for requirements negotiation and its automated support.
The model calls for the independent representation of user requirements followed by their negotia-
tion. The model centers around three themes: user participation, resolution generation, and negotia-
tion records. To support these themes, we have built a tool, called Oz, which provides: (I)
automated methods for conflict detection and resolution generation, (2) an interactive resolution
choice procedure, and (3) records of the negotiation process. This paper overviews our negotiation
method and tool support.

1 Introduction

Requirements negotiation is a common and difficult problem for software developers. Varied system perspectives
must be understood, their conflict and common ground recognized and developed. Systems analysts need support in
guiding this process.

Requirements negotiation consists of three basic processes: (1) conflict detection, (2) resolution generation, 
(3) resolution choice. Such processes arise in all requirements methodologies, but are addressed with varying sophis-
tication at a variety of points during the development process. Herein, we present our automated support for these
processes.

Our tool, called Oz, assists an analyst in deriving conflict free requirements. The tool assists analysts by: (I)
detecting conflicts between requirement sets, (2) generating similar but conflict free requirements, called resolution
alternatives, and (3) depicting the value of resolution alternatives so as to aid resolution choice. Oz supplies such sup-
port within the context of our multi-perspective requirements model.

As an example, suppose that an analyst is specifying a university library system. Using our multi-perspective
model, the analyst develops the requirements using alternative requirement sets based on shared themes, or stakehold-
ers. In this way, alternative requirements perspectives are formally represented at the outset. Some likely library
stakeholders are: administrators, patrons, managers, accountants, and even lawyers; each has its own formal perspec-
tive on how the final library system should function. Some stakeholders may be in direct conflict with each other. For
instance, patrons may like 24 hour service and extensive on-line search. In contrast, library administrators worry
about holding costs down. Other stakeholders may seem to be in accordance--faculty and students both want access
to library resources--but a more detailed analysis may show them to also be in conflict; each has different uses of
resources, and hence different requirements.

Once the library stakeholder perspectives are represented, Oz can detect conflicts and generate resolutions. For
example, Oz can detect a conflict between patrons and administrators over library service hours. Next, Oz will gener-
ate resolution alternatives. Standard resolutions are: (1) one of the given conflicting values (e.g., the administration’s
service hour requirement), or (2) a compromise value between the conflicting values. Oz can also generate resolutions
by using domain knowledge. For example, Oz can generate a resolution containing a relaxed patron requirement of 10
hour service, and to compensate for the patron’s loss, a 24 hour computer dial-up service. This resolution is derived
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using the negotiation strategy of compensation, i.e., give a "losing" stakeholder alternative satisfaction. Such strate-
gies can generate relevant resolutions by using Oz’s knowledge of relationships among requirements and the func-
tions which achieve them. After their generation, Oz presents such resolutions with measures of satisfaction
calculated from each stakeholder perspective. Then, the analyst can choose resolutions knowing how much satisfac-
tion will be lost or gained by each stakeholder. Through such choices, a conflict free requirements set can be derived.

Providing automated negotiation support is the major focus of this research. We are exploring how to represent
stakeholder perspectives and how to reason about their interactions. We are exploring how to automatically detect
conflicts, generate resolution alternatives, and present them to a human analyst. Our representations and methods are
part of an overall negotiation framework which emphasizes human-computer interaction.

1.1 Our Negotiated Requirements Perspective

Our requirements perspective is derived from our attempt to support the way groups actually interact. The philos-
ophy is: understand how teams work and provide needed automation. Currently, we know teams: work from common
goals, work independently, diverge from their group goals, recognize conflicts, modify goals, and integrate work. We
know this from studies of specification teams[12][46]. These studies support the many behavioral studies which point
to conflict resolution as a cornerstone of group behavior[34].

In addition to supporting collaboration, we want to achieve our requirements engineering goals of: (1) accurate
assessment and (2) rational negotiation. It is important to accurately reflect what stakeholders actually want so we can
derive systems which they can use. Of course it is necessary to provide stakeholders with feedback concerning what
is feasible. Part of this process is recognizing the interaction of stakeholder requirements and rationally dealing with
conflicts. We believe conflicts which are resolved using informed negotiation methods will produce better systems.

One difficulty that exacerbates negotiated requirements development is stakeholder (non-) rationality. In our
model, we assume stakeholders have bounded rationality. Stakeholders are not omniscient, nor do they have complete
knowledge of a domain. Consequently, their requirements at the outset will typically differ from those they hold after
system specification, construction, or maintenance. We address the problem of bounded rationality in requirements
development with interactive perspectives.

1.2 Interactive Stakeholder Perspectives

Oz stakeholder perspectives are interactive in that they can be modified during specification derivation and
requirements negotiation. During specification, a stakeholder can modify requirements in response to improved
understanding of the derived specification; understanding gained by seeing the actual functions employed and analy-
sis of their interactions. In fact, independent specification construction is part of the Oz development process specifi-
cally to aid stakeholder requirements understanding. Only after each stakeholder has a derived specification does
requirements negotiation begin.1 Even then, stakeholders can modify their requirements in response to improved
understanding of other stakeholder needs.

Oz uses three mechanisms to support accurate acquisition using interactive perspectives:
¯ Independent specifications. For each stakeholder perspective, a complete idealized specification is derived

which maximally achieves the stakeholder’s requirements. This allows stakeholders to understand functional
implications of their requirements.

¯ Abstract specifications. Each specification is constructed by composing cataloged components. The catalog
consists of domain-specific abstraction hierarchies which support composition and refinement. Specification
refinement is only carried down to the level of specificity required by a perspective. In this way, stakeholders
are freed from making arbitrary decisions which can lead to unnecessary conflict.

¯ Requirements negotiation via specification integration. Independent specifications are integrated into a sin-
gle specification using negotiation techniques. This allows stakeholders to modify their requirements during
negotiation while understanding functional consequences concerning their own, and others’, requirements.

These mechanisms address the problem of operational uncertainty inherent in abstract requirements[50]. Operational
uncertainty sterns from the variety of operators which can be used to satisfy stakeholder requirements and their inter-
actions. Goals may appear to conflict when, in fact, they do not. Do the goals achieve(x) and achieve(~x) conflict’?

1. Oz can be applied directly to perspectives without going through the specification process; however, then its conflict interfer-
ence processes cannot be applied[37].
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Figure 1. Oz screen depiction of group requirements and specification development.

They may not, if their achievement can vary in time or place. Goals "conflict" if, and only if, all known ways to
achieve them conflict[55][59]. Hence, there is a trade-off between unnecessarily creating specifications for goals
which will be dropped or compromised, versus unnecessarily negotiating nonconflicting goals--and possibly com-
promising. In Oz, we wait and see if specifications conflict before engaging in negotiation.

2 The Oz Requirements Negotiation Tool
Oz was constructed to address negotiated requirements development. It provides: (1) a requirements language, (2)

a specification language, (3) a plan-based specification constructor, and (4) negotiation tools consisting of: (i) 
flict detector, (ii) a conflict characterizer, (iii) a conflict resoiver, and (iv) an interactive resolution chooser. 
experimental. It has not been applied by real-life analysts; nor would that be appropriate yet! However, Oz does pro-
vide an environment for negotiated requirements development.

To convey a sense of how Oz works, we present the following integration example drawn from the library
domain. The example concerns resource loan periods and overdue notices for the University of Michigan General
Library[7].2 The problem involves a conflict between two representative stakeholders trying to specify a portion of
the circulation system: a librarian who wishes to reduce loan periods and minimize the number of overdue notices
sent out, and a patron who wishes to maximize loan periods and maximize the number of overdue notices sent out.

2.1 Processes in the Oz Model

Our rederivation will proceed as follows:
(1) Modeling. An analyst represents librarian and patron requirements in the Oz requirements language.

(2) Specification. From the requirements, the Oz plan-based specification constructor derives individual func-
tional specifications for the librarian and patron,

(3) Integration. Using the individual specifications, Oz engages the librarian and patron perspectives in require-
ments negotiation.

Figure 1 shows an Oz depiction of library development. Rectangles depict the generic library requirements model,
and specific patron and librarian requirements for the example. Circles linked below the requirements depict derived
specifications. The trapezoid depicts the integration process; it records negotiation information. Below it are the
negotiated requirements and specification.

In applying Oz to the example, Oz: (1) detects the loan period and overdue notice conflicts, and (2) generates 
variety of resolutions. During generation, the analyst chooses resolutions matching those found in the UM analysis.
Finally, an integrated specification is derived.

2. A more complete analysis of this example is found in[36].
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Figure 2. Oz system components.

2.20z Architecture

Oz provides support through three basic knowledge-based components. Figure 2 illustrates these components.
¯ Planner. The planner takes system requirements as input and outputs a plan achieving those requirements.

During planning, it makes use of a domain model consisting of operator, object, and relation abstraction hier-
archies. For example, abstract operators are inserted into a plan achieving systems requirements. As plan-
ning continues, these operators are refined until a complete plan satisfying all preferences and system goals
is obtained. The operators from the complete plan form a functional specification.

¯ Conflict detector. The conflict detector takes specifications and their associated requirements as input. It out-
puts two types of conflicts: (1) syntactic differences between "similar" requirements and (2) operational 
terference between specification-level components.

¯ Resolution generator. The resolution generator take conflicts as input and outputs resolutions. Resolution
generation is based on two methods: (1) analytic multi-criteria goal maximization (compromise within 
constraint space) and (2) heuristic reformulation. Heuristic reformulation makes use of the planner’s abstrac-
tion hierarchies to reformulate conflicting system requirements into similar non-conflicts requirements,
thereby "dissolving" conflicts[37][59].

2.3 Integration

Requirements negotiation is instigated through the process of specification integration. Requirements and specifi-
cations of the two stakeholders are compared, conflicts are noted, and then requirements are negotiated within the
context of the specifications. The five processes of integration are described below in the context of the UM example.

(1) Cot~ict detection. As in the UM library study, Oz detects the loan period and overdue notice requirements
conflicts.

(2) ConVict characterization. The conflicts are characterized as: (i) object attribute conflicts, a syntactic conflict
category of the requirements language; and (ii) interfering, a category of specification level plan interac-
tions.

(3) Conflict resolution. Using the conflicts, Oz is able to apply three basic methods of resolution generation:

(a) Replanning. Oz conjoins the conflicting loan period requirements of the patron and librarian and sends
them to the planner to determine if alternative functions can achieve both requirements. In this case, Oz
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(4)

does not have a function in its library domain model which can achieve both requirements. Similarly, al-
ternative functions cannot be found for the overdue notice requirements.

(b) Compromise. Oz generates compromises for both the loan period duration and overdue notice conflicts.
Each compromise value must be within ranges specified in the generic domain model and must not vio-
late any constraints. In the UM problem, loan period duration compromises range from 0 to 365 days
and overdue notice numbers range from 0 to 5. Both ranges were specified in the generic library model
and no other constraints apply.

(c) Reformulation. Oz reformulates conflicting requirements through: (i) generalization, (ii) specialization,
and (iii) augmentation. For example, the conflicting loan period requirements concerning borrow(pa-
trons, loan_period, resources) can be specialized to borrow(faculty, loan_period, resources) 
borrow(undergraduate, loan_period, resources), where the conflicting values of 365 and 14 are as-
sociated with the specialized loan periods for faculty and undergraduates, respectively. Hence, a conflict
may be dissolved by specializing a requirement and distributing conflicting values over the resulting set.
Conversely, if there were already such specialized patron borrow requirements, the generalized require-
ment of borrow(patrons, Ioan_0eriod, resources) with a single blanket loan period value could 
generated.3 In general, Oz can reformulate requirements by substituting or augmenting related require-
ments for conflicting requirements. In the UM example, Oz can generate resolutions containing require-
ments of patrons buying, recalling, or renewing resources. These can be substituted for the borrow
requirement; for example, the library could become a bookstore. Similarly, the new requirements can
augment the original ones; for example, the 14 day loan periods will be applied, but resource selling and
recalling will be added to compensate for poor patron satisfaction.

The following table presents some reformulations. For example, the first specialization was generated
by finding on_loan in the relation hierarchy and moving down one link to the specializations of patron
(student and faculty). Additionally, the conflicting loan_period.duration values have been distributed
over the relation specializations.

Method Resolution

Specialization on_loan(student resource loan_period.duration= 14)
on_loan(faculty resource loan_period.duration=365)

Specialization on_loan(patron periodical loan_period.duration= ! 4)
on loan(patron book loan_period.duration=365)

Specialization on_loan(undergrad book loan_period.duration= 14)
on_loan(faculty periodical loan_period.duration=365)

Generalization own(patron book)
Generalization recall(graduate periodical)
Generalization renew(faculty book)

The table also presents generalizations derived from the operator hierarchy. For example, given the on_-
loan relation, the own(patron resource) ̂  own(library money) relations are generated through the
buy_resource operator.

Resolution choice. Oz does not blindly apply all resolution methods to all conflicts. Instead, a human analyst
chooses which methods to apply to which conflicts and in what order. For example, the analyst could direct
the specialization of the loan period conflict, producing requirements for faculty and undergraduates. Then,
the analyst could apply generalization to the new requirements to produce requirements for faculty and un-
dergraduate renewal. Thus, all generation methods can be applied to the original conflicts and the subsequent
resolutions. This allows the human analyst to incrementally explore alternative resolutions.4 Finally, the an-
alyst selects the requirements to include in the integrated perspective. In our strict rederivation of the UM
study, we choose a blanket 21 day loan duration requirement and two overdue notices. Later, we produced a

3. Given such specializations as input, Oz can detect them as "potential conflicts", meaning that they represent varying but non-
interfering requirements. Sometimes it is useful to negotiate such requirements, as they indicate special-case policies rather than
blanket policies. Hence, Oz presents all requirements differences for negotiation.
4. This also finesses automating the difficult processes of: (1) resolution generation control, (2) resolution choice, and (3) resolu-
tion feasibility. As an example of resolution feasibility, note that Oz currently does not have to determine whether substituting a
renewal requirement for a loaning requirement is a good choice--it is not.
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specification containing specialized loan period requirements.

(5) Re-specification. Once the analyst has chosen the new requirements, Oz derives a single group perspective.
Original requirements from one perspective can be transformed (with a little effort) to produce the integrated
requirements by using the following formula:

original requirements - conflicting requirements + resolved requirements

The resulting perspective is then given to the planner which then derives the integrated specification.

3 Conclusions

While Oz is still a prototype, our experience leads us to conclude that negotiated requirements development can
be effectively supported through: (1) automated conflict detection, characterization, and resolution generation, and
(2) resolution decision-making support. The balance between automation and human interaction has been a key 
Oz’s success. Our model recognizes the bounded rationality of humans and allows for the acquisition of preferences
in the context of conflicting specifications. Additionally, our interactive resolution procedures fits within the more
general framework of interactive negotiation support:

¯ Stakeholder participation
¯ Resolution generation
¯ Negotiation records
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